general use. If, however, the computational model chosen here does not represent the computer being used, then another timing model must be used. This will lead to different timing expressions (4)- (7) , but the results will still be representable on algorithmic phase diagrams, although the combined variables used (corresponding to our X and v) may well be different. The point is that algorithmic phase diagrams are quite a general way of representing the comparison of algorithms, and allow the hardware of the computer, and finite problem sizes to be included quantitatively. In contrast, traditional Q(nc) comparisons are equivalent to representing the computer hardware by only the single parameter rc,, which ignores memory latency altogether. Also they apply only in circumstances that can never arise, namely that of infinite problem size.
In simple cases, a single-phase diagram can tell the whole story for the interaction of many algorithms on all. computers that are
represented by the timing model; and such a case is shown in [4, Fig. 7] . In the more complex case studied here, the positions of some of the equal-performance lines depend on the number of processors p and the latency ratio P. Hence, we show in Figs. 1 and 2 the cases for v = 10 and 100, respectively (both for p = 32 which is appropriate for the Illinois Cedar design [6] ). The latter case corresponds to Fig.  3 of Gannon and Van Rosendale [1] , except that our Fig. 2 covers all likely values of n, whereas [1] considers only n = 64 000 (i.e., it corresponds to traversing our Fig. 2 along a horizontal line at n = 64 000, near the top of the figure) . The more complete analysis for all values of n, given in Fig. 2 , shows that the interaction between the algorithms is much more complex than might at first be thought. For example, Algorithm 4 is found to be best, not only for large values of X and n, but also for small values of n for an intermediate range of
X.
If one is working with a particular computer then v and p are constant, so that a single phase diagram like Fig. 1 or 2 does cover the choice of the best algorithm for any likely problem of the type studied (i.e., all likely values of n, T). The use of logarithmic scales allows a large range of n and T to be included. We have also continued the convention used in [3] - [5] that the abscissa is proportional to the nl12 of the computer, so that more serial computing environments (small n112) lie to the left of the diagram and more parallel environments to the right (large n112). In addition, small problems (small n) appear at the bottom of the diagram and large problems (large n) at the top. We learn from the diagram that it is not the number of systems T that determines the choice of algorithm, but the ratio X = pnG2/T. This variable directly corresponds to the variable (n112/m) used in the abscissa in the algorithmic phase diagrams for the solution of m tridiagonal systems on a vector computer with a half-performance length of n 12 given by Hockney [3] , [5] . In addition, we learn that the best solution method depends also on the size n of the matrices involved. 
I. INTRODUCTION
In most designs of large computers (such as, e.g., the ILLIAC IV, the BSP, and the CDC 205) there is a (large) number of memory banks that can be accessed independently in parallel. The speed and efficiency of these machines for vector computations derives from the fact that in one memory cycle a full vector of M elements can be retrieved, one element from each of the M memory banks provided in the architecture. Kuck [8] (see also [1] ) convincingly argued that nontrivial problems arise if a two-dimensional matrix is to be stored such that all "vectors" of interest (rows, columns, diagonals, etc.) can be stored and retrieved in one memory cycle, i.e., as M-vectors "without conflict. " Any storage scheme s that maps the elements of a two-dimensional matrix to a certain number of memory banks and provides for the conflict-free access to various vectors of interest, is called a skewing scheme. As can be noted the number of memory banks M depends on the design of a particular computer. So M is fixed, whereas the size of the two-dimensional matrices varies with the application of such a machine. We shall restrict ourselves to N x N matrices, with N < M. This can be done without loss of generality because, whenever a two-dimensional matrix A exceeds the size of M x M, this matrix A can be divided into a set of N x N submatrices (N < M), and each submatrix can be stored separately by the same skewing scheme s. We number the memory banks from 0 to M-1.
Clearly, skewing schemes are only practical if they can be described by a small amount of tabular information or by a simple formula. General skewing schemes that fit this aim were called "periodic skewing schemes" by Shapiro [12] , and a fundamental analysis of their behavior was given only recently by the authors [15]- [17] . The simplest and most commonly used periodic skewing schemes are the "linear" schemes of Budnik and Kuck [1] , defined by s(i, j)=a -i+b *j (mod M) 0 c i, j N-I (see also Lawrie [9] 
Which a
The choice of M implied by Proposition 4.2 will normally not be the smallest possible. Discussions in, e.g., Lawrie [9] show that there are "nonprime" cases where M = N. We show the following. If it is possible to have conflict-free access at all to rows, columns, diagonals, and antidiagonals using a linear skewing scheme, then it is possible to achieve this using the scheme i + 2-j (mod M).
Proof: From the preceding analysis it follows that for the required conflict-free accesses M must necessarily be nondivisible by 2 or 3 (otherwise, a contradiction occurs for any choice of a and b), or it is much larger than the minima given in Theorem 4.3 (but then the smaller number we need is available too). From the proof we conclude that one can always use i + 2 j (mod M) for a skewing scheme, with a suitable choice of M.
C1
Other bounds will result if the set of vectors of interest is changed. We shall study the case of conflict-free access to rows, columns and full circulant diagonals and antidiagonals. Historically the case M = N has received most attention, not just within the context of vector processing. In the statistical analysis of experiments any assignment of bank-numbers 1 to N to the cells of an N x N matrix such that (in our terminology) conflict-free access is provided to rows, columns, and all circulant diagonals and antidiagonals is called a Knut Vik design (after Vik [15] ). In 1973 Hedayat and Federer [6] showed that no Knut Vik designs exist for N even, and in 1975 Hedayat [5] completed the analysis by relying on some observations of Euler [2] and proved that Knut Vik designs of order N exist if and only if N is not divisable by 2 and 3. In terms of (general) skewing schemes the result was observed independently by Shapiro [12] (see also [13] ), who noticed that the problem of providing conflict-free access to rows, columns and all circulant diagonals and antidiagonals is very similar to the problem of positioning N nonattacking "superqueens" on an N x N chessboard. Superqueens were introduced as early as 1918 by Polya [11] , who was the first to derive the complete conditions for the problem to be solvable. Restated in our terminology, the result is as follows. i.e., that b(1j -12) E 0 for all O < il,2 < N with j, * j2. This translates into the second condition of (* *). 2) Columns: By a completely analogous argument this leads to the first condition of (**).
3 Combining the conditions for k from 0 to N -1 leads to the third and fifth condition of (**). Using Lemma 4.6 one can prove several effective upperbounds on the required number of memory banks M for conflict-free linear skewing of the vectors we consider. We will treat the case that only conflict-free access to rows, columns, and circulant (forward) diagonals is desired separately. N-'(l + b-1))-',(N-'(l -b-1) )-l}forbfrom2toM-2.
This gives precisely M -3 distinct pairs, and the values that appear in the first (or second) coordinate as inverses are necessarily all distinct. Thus striking out all pairs that have a "forbidden" first or second coordinate eliminates at most 2(N -1) pairs and (hence) leavesatleastM-3 -2(N-1) = M-(2N+ 1) _ lpairswith both coordinates outside of the range 1 ... N -1. Choosing for b the integer corresponding to one of these pairs will do for our purposes.
CI
In case 3 { N the bound on M given in Theorem 4.9 can be improved to the smallest prime number . 2N + 1 (but also recall Theorem 4.5). To show this we only need to consider the situation that 2N + 1 is prime and hence M = 2N + 1. Necessarily N = 3v + 2, for some u. It can be verified that 2 -1 = N + 1, N-I _ 2N-1 and (2N) -1 =_ 2N . Consider the linear skewing scheme determined by a = l and b = M -2 = 2N -1. Clearly b + a * 0 and b -a * 0 (provided N > 1), and it follows that we only need to verify the last two conditions of (**). 
V. CONFLICT-FREE ACCESS THROUGH MULTIPLE FETCHES
In Section III we anticipated that "vectors of interest" can be retrieved by performing (at most) r conflict-free fetches from the given set of M memory banks, for some r > 1. This certainly applies to the case of retrieving circulant diagonals (cf. Section IV) which, after all, can be obtained by at most 2 conflict-free fetches using a skewing scheme that is valid for noncirculant (i.e., ordinary) diagonals. Using theorem 4.3 it follows that no more than N + 3 memory banks are needed to skew an N x N matrix and have conflict-free access to rows, columns, and all circulant diagonals, if only we allow up to 2 retrieval operations per "vector." (Comnpare this to Theorem 4.7.) In this section we shall examine the effect of multiple fetches more closely.
We shall first consider the simple case of accessing rows, columns, and (ordinary) diagonals of an N x N matrix using a linear skewing scheme and r-fold fetching. Consider the following conditions. Proof: (The proof requires some familiarity with the Steiner tree problem in the plane, cf., Melzak [10] .) Consider the memory banks that receive elements under s from the given instance of T positioned in the domain of the matrix. Suppose bank a receives the largest number of elements from T, and let this largest number be 1.
Claim 5.5.1: The elements of the given instance of T can be retrieved by means of (exactly) ( conflict-free fetches of vectors from the M memory banks.
We shall proceed by estimating 1 Using Lemma 5.4 it is fairly straightforward to find a lowerbound of about (I -1) -M on the length 'mij of a "classical" minimum spanning tree of V. This translates to a lowerbound for Is by using a theorem of Hwang [7] , who showed that 1i -(213)1min. Proof: Hanan's theorem [3] asserts that there is a Steiner minimal tree with rectilinear distance that is contained in the subgrid obtained by taking precisely the rows and columns of the cells in V.
(Thus Steiner cells necessarily occur at grid points only, and edges between Steiner cells and/or cells of V either are straight or paths with one "hook.") By the nature of s, columns are at least a distance -M apart, and thus horizontal line segments must contain at least >/M -1 cells (only counting the part between the two columns spanned). Also observe that within a column the occurring cells of V must lie a distance of at least VM apart, and thus vertical line segments that connect cells of V must be at least VM -1 cells in length. Now "charge" cells of the Steiner minimal tree to V in the following manner. Choose an arbitrary cell of V as the root of the tree, and orient all edges away from the root. (This implies a notion of "distance" from the root, measured by the number of points of V visited on a path.) Label every edge by "h" or "v," depending on whether it is a horizontal or a vertical connection. ( 
